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SOME REMARKS ON INFINITE ALGEBRAIC LINEAR EQUATIONS
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence and some estimations of solutions of the infinite system of algebraic linear equations. We choose these theorems which will be useful in the theory of solving of linear equations in Banach algebras, which have some applications to the linear partial differential equations and linear integral equations of many variables and other.
1.1. Let k be any natural number and N fc -the product of k copies of N. We introduce in the set N* an order-relation determined in the following way:
If (¿1, Proof. According to the order-relation, the set T of the elements (jif-ijk) G N fc less than («i, , «*) 6 N fc is the union of the set T\ of the elements (ji,..-,jk) € N fe such that Sm=i 3m. < In other case we assume ||>1||2 = oo.
Further on, we denote by L K (F) the linear space for which the norm ||. ||2 is defined. D.l.ll. We denote by L%(F) the set: l,...,7i; »1-»m=l under the assumption that the above series are unconditionally convergent. If at least one series is not convergent, the left-sided product A and B is not defined.
Let (F) and let us suppose that A is (1,.. . a ii-£m ii-in ' 6 ji...j" is not convergent, which contradicts the assumption that A 6 Sp(m,n).
m)-finite index if and only if A £ Sp(m,n).
Proof. Let
A = [a tl ...» m ji...j"] G L M+NTHEOREM 1.4. The matrix B 6 L m+n (F) is (m + 1 ,
...,m + n) finite index if and only if B £ S\(m,n).
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.3.
II. 1. Let F be an arbitrary number field and m, n € N are fixed. Let us consider the matrix equation
where
From Theorem 1. (
In this case each (»J,...,»^) corresponds explicitly to the element (A>i,... ..., fc n ) € N n which we denote by Pq...^ or .
•., i^)-Hence, it follows that the sequence (-Fti,...,« m ) of indices explicitly corresponds to the matrix A. We denote this sequence by PA, the set of elements of PA by PA-Of course, for each
Infinite algebraic linear equations 433 The above assumption implies that the equation (2.1) is equivalent to the system of equations of the form 
Proof. It is enough to observe that we can replace the equation ( Analogously as in b) we obtain solutions of the system (2.5) x k for k = 1,2,..., M; in the form (2.7). Of course, each linear combination of elements x k is a solution of (2.5), thus dimi The number of equations and unknowns in (2.9) is equal and the rank of fundamental matrix is equal to the number of equations. Treating (2.9) as the system of equations with respect to Xj 1 ...j n for (ji,..., j m ) < {k\,..., k n ) we get that unknown are explicitly determined by (2.9). This completes the proof. for (j'i,..., Jn) < (Ai,..., k n ) •"Jl-Jn -n Next, applying Hadamard's inequality to -D^''"'^ we get
Let
From the above and from (2.12), we have . -i(i,...,i)/l a P-1 (i,-1i) 
